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• • know the history of either group and where they come from, statements

that might have come down about the migration to this*country, *to this
* * * *

section of the country?)

/ Well,, all I know, is, jdbwn in your eastern part, your Creeks., down in that ;

area is dying out. The Macon, Georgia,'Alabama, Georgia, Alabama, well,

Tennessee, I guess1, your a'joining states of Georgia, well, Georgia mojre

likely^ your main state pf your Creek tribes. And your Florida state,

your Seminole tribe. Now that was pretty close to each other. In times' .

I thijik that way before that, that there was just only, one tribe at the

time. All this separation now, I don't know. I've never really dug «

down into the depths of history to see whether it really was. But .rumors
r > ~" '

and tales say there was a separation of one tribe and the Seminole tribe-
f •• .

as now, has strayed.from the Creek tribe, and into one tribe went into
: • ' K '

the southeastern pâ rt of* the Creeks and that was- more or loss in the,.

everglades, the Florida state. So I found i t , that i t , I.crfn't ,say i t

is twcr different tribes. As of now ycfu look at i t , i t is because i t has/

been written. But looking at it that way from the elders tell ing you "that

i t ' s s t i l l one tribe. vAnd the Georgia and the "Florfda qver. tov the Creeks

; * 'and Seminole^ of one* tribe. Just onfc -group strayed away from the other group

that's a l l . That's just.the way I,believe from listening to*the Indians.

Might be written, might not be written tiut^ that'a~the way I laok at i t .

But It 's interesting. ' . - " , • - . * * " '

INDIAN CREATION STORY "

(What would be the story of the creation of the tribe? Do you .have afcy

stories about this?) --- * "-' . * '
Veil, one time these people lived \below the surface of this ground. They

had to be pretty small, small group of people. They set and talked quite
* \

awhile. And was telling me, below the surface of this people, a group of


